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Abstract

Declarative authorization languages promise to simplify the adminis-
tration of access control systems by allowing the authorization policy to
be factored out of the implementation of the resource guard. However,
writing a correct policy is an error-prone task by itself, and little attention
has been given to tools and techniques facilitating the analysis of complex
policies, especially in the context of access denials. We propose the use of
abduction for policy analysis, for explaining access denials and for auto-
mated delegation. We show how a deductive policy evaluation algorithm
can be conservatively extended to perform abduction on Datalog-based
authorization policies, and present soundness, completeness and termina-
tion results.

Keywords: access control, abduction, authorization language, Datalog

1 Introduction

Authorization is the task of granting or denying access to a system’s resources
according to a policy. Traditionally, authorization policies have been imple-
mented by access control lists (ACL) or capabilities provided by the operating
system, sometimes augmented by groups or roles. However, there are many
applications for which these mechanisms are too inflexible, not sufficiently ex-
pressive and provide the wrong level of abstraction. For example, access to
electronic health records is regulated by a huge number of laws that are both
complex and prone to change. Decentralized applications such as grid systems
require support for delegation of authority and attribute-based constraints.

Such requirements have led to the development of trust management systems
and declarative authorization languages for flexible, expressive application-level
access control (e.g. [15, 10, 14, 6, 3]). An authorization policy is then written
as a set of rules that are both human readable and machine enforceable. This
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approach aims to increase the usability and scalability of access control systems:
policies written in such languages are more concise and have a lower viscosity
than ACLs, and provide a much higher level of abstraction, thus facilitating a
closer representation of the intended policy.

However, comprehending and predicting the consequences of a policy is dif-
ficult, as policies can be complex and contain hundreds of rules, and each access
grant is based on the construction of a logical proof of compliance with respect
to this policy. Thus, writing a correct policy is still a highly error-prone task.
We conjecture that the current lack of tools for analyzing policies remains a
major obstacle to a wider adoption of authorization languages.

In this paper, we develop algorithms for analyzing the consequences of declar-
ative authorization policies. Many existing authorization languages are based
on negation-free Datalog or are translated into Datalog for evaluating access re-
quests. (A Datalog clause is a first-order definite Horn clause without function
symbols.) Datalog is sufficiently expressive for a wide range of policies, includ-
ing delegation, which requires recursion. Furthermore, Datalog is decidable and
can be evaluated efficiently. Hence, to maximize generality, our algorithms work
on policies specified in Datalog.

In particular, we focus on the tasks of explaining access grants and access
denials. In the former case, the question we are trying to answer is “why is a
given request granted?”. It is easy to see that the proof graph contains exactly
the necessary information for constructing the (possibly textual) explanation.
The basic evaluation algorithm that is used for deciding access requests can be
easily extended to construct a copy of the proof graph during evaluation.

In the case of access denial, the question is “which authorization facts or
credentials were missing that would have led to an access grant?”. This turns
out to be a harder question, as the failed partial proof does not contain enough
information to answer it. Moreover, there are in general infinitely many differ-
ent answers, but often only finitely many “interesting” or “useful” ones. We
propose to apply abductive techniques for finding the set of meaningful answers.
Abduction [16] is a reasoning paradigm that has been used for planning, fault
diagnosis and other areas in AI, but has not previously been considered for ana-
lyzing authorization policies. Many algorithms have been developed for various
variants of abduction (see [11] for an extensive survey); in this paper, we show
that a deductive evaluation algorithm that is used for deciding access requests
can be conservatively extended to perform abduction of authorization facts and
credentials. Thus we show that existing implementations of Datalog-based au-
thorization engines can be leveraged and extended with little effort to facilitate
this kind of analysis. Moreover, we show that this algorithm can be used for
multiple purposes: (1) as the basis of a tool helping security administrators to
write and to debug policies, (2) for providing users with an answer in the case
of an access denial that is more helpful than a mere “no”, and (3) to compute
sets of missing credentials in automated distributed delegation scenarios.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 first presents a
non-deterministic terminating algorithm for evaluating policies. The algorithm
is extended to construct proof graphs. A second extension is developed that
computes sets of missing facts that, if added, would lead to a positive access
decision. Section 3 presents techniques for guaranteeing that the algorithm
terminates. Section 4 discusses three application scenarios to illustrate the
different ways in which the algorithm could be used. In Section 5 we discuss
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related work and conclude.

2 Adding Abduction to Policy Evaluation

The basic authorization problem consists of deciding whether an access request
complies with an authorization policy and a set of credentials. For Datalog-
based policies, this amounts to deductive query evaluation. Tabling resolution
algorithms are proposed in [5] and [3] for evaluating queries against Datalog-
based authorization policies. These algorithms are easy to implement and are
guaranteed to terminate due to tabling [17, 8].

Here we provide a generalization of these algorithms, presented as state
transition systems. The non-deterministic presentation lends itself to parallel
implementations; moreover, it also leads to simpler soundness, completeness
and termination proofs. Section 2.2 instantiates this generalized tabling scheme
to a purely deductive policy evaluation algorithm. The evaluation algorithms
in [5] and [3] can be seen as straightforward deterministic implementations of
this general scheme. Section 2.3 illustrates a simple extension of the first one,
which facilitates the construction of proof graphs, e.g. for explaining positive
access decisions. Finally, Section 2.4 extends it further to perform abduction,
which computes the dual of the basic authorization problem, namely the sets of
facts or credentials which, according to the policy, would grant an authorization
request. As shown in Section 4, this algorithm can be applied to explain access
denials, to analyze policies and to provide automated distributed delegation.

2.1 An Extensible Scheme for Policy Evaluation

Preliminaries. We assume a denumerable set of variables X and a first-order
signature with a countable (possibly infinite) set of constants C and a finite set of
predicate names (but no function symbols). An atom P consists of a predicate
name applied to an ordered list of terms, each of which is either a variable or a
constant. Clauses are of the form P0 ← ~P . The atom P0 is referred to as the
head, and the (possibly empty) finite sequence of atoms ~P as the body of the
clause. A clause with an empty body is also called a fact. A policy P is a finite
set of clauses.

The semantics of a policy P is given by the least fixed point of the immediate
consequence operator TP [1]:

TP(I) = {P0θ : (P0 ← P1, . . . , Pn) ∈ P, Piθ ∈ I for each i, P0θ ground}

We denote the least fixed point of TP by Tω
P (∅). Intuitively, it contains all

ground atoms that are deducible from the policy.
The operator TP is monotonic and continuous, and its least fixed point

Tω
P (∅) contains all ground atoms deducible from P. In a bottom-up approach

to query evaluation, we could compute this fixed point once and for all, as it is
frequently done in the context of deductive databases. This has the advantage
that it is a complete, terminating procedure, and query evaluation is fast once
the fixed-point has been constructed. However, bottom-up evaluation is not
usually suitable for authorization queries, as the set of credentials at hand is
not constant. Computing the model for every request is thus not efficient as
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it results in the evaluation of irrelevant goals and a top-down, goal-directed
approach seems more appropriate.

The most widely-known top-down evaluation algorithm is SLD resolution,
as used for Prolog. Unfortunately, SLD resolution can run into infinite loops
even for safe Datalog programs if some of the predicates have recursive defini-
tions. The problem remains even if instead of a depth-first a breadth-first search
strategy is employed: the looping occurs because the SLD search tree is infinite.
Tabling, or memoing, is an efficient approach for guaranteeing termination by
incorporating some bottom-up techniques into a top-down resolution strategy.
The basic idea is to prune infinite search trees by keeping a table of encountered
subgoals and their answers, and to compute a subgoal only if it is not already
in the table [18]. In the following, we present a non-deterministic algorithm for
Datalog evaluation based on tabling. We have to fix a number of general terms
first.

We also need the following general definitions. Let P and Q range over
atoms. A variable renaming for P is an injective substitution whose range is
a subset of X . A fresh renaming of P is a variable renaming for P such that
the variables in its range have not appeared anywhere else. A substitution θ
is more general than θ′ iff there exists a substitution ρ such that θ′ = θρ. A
substitution θ is a unifier of P and Q iff Pθ = Qθ. A substitution θ is a most
general unifier of P and Q iff it is more general than any other unifier of P
and Q. When P and Q are unifiable, they also have a most general unifier that
is unique up to variable renaming; if the most general unifier exists, we may
denote it by mgu(P,Q). We say that P is subsumed by Q (also written P � Q)
iff P = Qθ for some substitution θ.

In our examples, we write variables in italics, constants in typewriter font,
and predicate names in sans serif.

An authorization policy defines authorization-relevant predicates such as
canRead, canWrite etc. Upon an access request, the resource guard issues a query
(e.g. “canRead(Alice,Foo)?”) to be evaluated against the policy. Usually, the
policy is composed of the locally stored policy plus a set of facts obtained from
(user-submitted or fetched) credentials that may support the request. We will
later show examples of policies and their uses.

Description of the Scheme. The algorithms described in the following sub-
sections are instantiations of a state transition system that processes nodes of
the following form:

Definition 2.1 (Nodes) A node is either a root node 〈P 〉 where P is an atom,
or a tuple (with at least 3 fields) of the form 〈P ; ~Q;S; ...〉, where the atom P

is called the index, the (possibly empty) sequence of atoms ~Q the subgoals, and
the atom S the partial answer. If the list of subgoals ~Q is empty, a node is
called an answer node with answer S. Otherwise it is called a goal node, and
the first atom in ~Q is its current subgoal.

Intuitively, the list of subgoals ~Q contains the atoms that still have to be solved
for the goal P . The subgoals are solved from left to right, hence the head of
the list is the current subgoal. The current subgoal can be resolved against
another answer node, which may entail instantiations of variables which will
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narrow down the partial answer S. The partial answer may eventually become
a proper answer if all subgoals have been solved.

Furthermore, the algorithm makes use of two tables:

Definition 2.2 (Answer and Wait Tables) An answer table is a partial
function from atoms to sets of answer nodes. A wait table is a partial func-
tion from atoms to sets of goal nodes.

We denote the answer and wait tables in the algorithm by Ans and Wait, re-
spectively. The set Ans(P ) contains all answer nodes pertaining to the goal 〈P 〉
found so far. The set Wait(P ) contains all those nodes whose current subgoal
is waiting for answers from 〈P 〉. Whenever a new answer for 〈P 〉 is produced,
the computation of these waiting nodes is resumed.

(root) ({〈P 〉} ] N ,Ans,Wait) −→ (N ∪N ′,Ans,Wait)
if N ′ = generateP(P )

(ans) ({n} ] N ,Ans,Wait) −→ (N ∪N ′,Ans[P 7→ Ans(P ) ∪ {n}],Wait)
if n is an answer node with index P

@ n′ ∈ Ans(P ) : n � n′

N ′ =
⋃

n′′∈Wait(P ) resolve(n′′, n)

(goal1) ({n} ] N ,Ans,Wait) −→ (N ∪N ′,Ans,Wait[Q′ 7→Wait(Q′) ∪ {n}])
if n is a goal node with current subgoal Q

∃ Q′ ∈ dom(Ans) : Q � Q′

N ′ =
⋃

n′∈Ans(Q′) resolve(n, n′)

(goal2) ({n} ] N ,Ans,Wait) −→ (N ∪ {〈Q〉},Ans[Q 7→ ∅],Wait[Q 7→ {n}])
if n is a goal node with current subgoal Q

∀ Q′ ∈ dom(Ans) : Q 6� Q′

Table 1: Generic tabling algorithm

The algorithm is given in Table 1 as a transition system defined by a rela-
tion → on states of the following form:

Definition 2.3 (States) A state is a triple (N ,Ans,Wait) where N is a set of
nodes, Ans is an answer table, and Wait is a wait table.

A state of the form ({〈P 〉}, {P 7→ ∅}, {P 7→ ∅}) is an initial state. A state S
is a final state iff there is no state S ′ and such that S −→ S ′.

We have left the description of the algorithm generic with respect to the follow-
ing choices:

1. the structure of tuples (beyond the first three fields)

2. the subsumption relation � on answer nodes

3. the procedure resolve(n, n′)

4. the procedure generateP(P )
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Intuitively, if n � n′ (n is subsumed by n′) holds, then the answer node n
provides no more information than n′; in the algorithm, we can thus discard
n and potentially ensure that the answer set is kept finite. The procedure
resolve(n, n′) is intended to take a goal node n and an answer node n′ and
combine the current subgoal of n with the answer provided by n′ to get a new
node with a simpler subgoal. The procedure generateP(P ) is intended to
generate a set of tuples for a given query 〈P 〉 by resolving P against the rules
of program P.

Starting in an initial state, rule (root) generates answer and goal nodes for a
query 〈P 〉. Answer nodes are processed by (ans) which inserts them into Ans(P )
if they are not subsumed by the answers already present there; likewise they are
resolved against all nodes currently waiting for an answer to P . Goal nodes are
either handled by (goal1) or (goal2), depending on whether the current subgoal
is subsumed by an atom in the domain of the answer table. If it is, the already
existing answers to that atom can be reused for the current subgoal, and the
goal node is added to the wait table in (goal1). Otherwise, (goal2) spawns a
new root node, and initializes the answer and wait tables.

2.2 Deductive Policy Evaluation

In its simplest instantiation, the algorithm performs ordinary deduction, i.e.
starting in an initial state with root node 〈P 〉 it will terminate in a state where
Ans(P ) represents all instantiations of P which are deducible from the policy
P. We obtain this instantiation by defining:

1. Tuples are of the form 〈P ; ~Q;S〉.

2. 〈P ; [ ];S〉 �D 〈P ; [ ];S′〉 iff S � S′.

3. Let n = 〈 ; [ ];Q′〉 be an answer node, and Q′′ a fresh renaming of Q′.

resolveD(〈P ; [Q, ~Q];S〉, n) =
{
{〈P ; ~Qθ;Sθ〉} if θ = mgu(Q,Q′′) exists,
∅ otherwise

4. generateDP(P ) =
⋃

(Q←~Q)∈P resolveD(〈P ; [Q, ~Q];Q〉, 〈P ; [ ];P ′〉)
where P ′ is a fresh renaming of P .

The subsumption relation �D causes all answer nodes to be discarded whose
partial solutions are “more instantiated” and therefore less general than already
existing answers.

Example 2.4 The following policy allows the file Foo to be read by Bob and
every employee who is associated with any work group (in particular, Alice):

canRead(x, Foo)← isEmployee(x), inWorkgroup(x, y).
canRead(Bob, Foo).
isEmployee(Alice).
inWorkgroup(Alice, WG23).

Suppose the algorithm is started in an initial state with query 〈canRead(z, Foo)〉.
The only possible start transition is (root), thus generateDP(canRead(z, Foo))
is called and produces a goal node

n0 ≡ 〈canRead(z, Foo); [isEmployee(x), inWorkgroup(x, y)]; canRead(x, Foo)〉
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and an answer node 〈canRead(z, Foo); [ ]; canRead(Bob, Foo)〉. Eventually, the
goal node will be resolved against the last two facts in the policy to yield a
second answer 〈canRead(z, Foo); [ ]; canRead(Alice, Foo)〉. The algorithm termi-
nates with no further answers.

2.3 Constructing Proof Graphs

A simple extension of the above instantiation reconstructs the proof graphs for
every answer in Ans(P ):

1. Tuples are of the form 〈P ; ~Q;S;~n;Cl〉, where Cl is a clause in P and ~n is
a sequence of answer nodes called child nodes.

2. 〈P ; [ ];S; ; 〉 �G 〈P ; [ ];S′; ; 〉 iff S � S′.

3. Let n = 〈 ; [ ];Q′; ; 〉 be an answer node, and Q′′ a fresh renaming of Q′.

resolveG(〈P ; [Q, ~Q];S;~n;Cl〉, n) =

 {〈P ; ~Qθ;Sθ; [~n, n];Cl〉}
if θ = mgu(Q, Q′′) exists,

∅ otherwise

4. Let P ′ be a fresh renaming of P .
generateGP(P ) =

⋃
(Q←~Q)∈P resolveG(〈P ; [Q, ~Q];Q; [ ];Cl〉, 〈P ; [ ];P ′; [ ];Cl〉)

When resolving a goal against an answer node, the answer node is inserted as a
new child node, as justification for the resolution step. In order to reconstruct
the proof graph, an answer node is interpreted to have edges pointing to each
of its child nodes and an edge pointing to the rule Rl which has been used to
derive that particular answer. Figure 1 shows a proof graph for the derivation
of canRead(Alice, Foo) in Example 2.4.

�� ���� ��canRead(Alice, Foo)

�� ,,ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ
canRead(x, Foo)← isEmployee(x), inWorkgroup(x, y)

�� ���� ��isEmployee(Alice)
�� ���� ��inWorkgroup(Alice, WG23)

Figure 1: Proof graph related to Example 2.4

Proof graphs are useful for auditing and explaining positive access decisions.
If the predicates are associated with meta-information on how they can be
translated into natural language, the proof graph could also be represented
as a sentence such as “Alice can read Foo because Alice is an employee and
Alice is in workgroup WG23”.

2.4 Abductive Policy Evaluation

In our setting, the term abduction relates to the following problem. Given an
atom P and a policy P, find all sets A of atoms such that P is deducible from
P augmented by A. The set A is called an abductive solution for query P ,
and we require that the predicate names occurring in A are from a given set
of abducible predicate names. The choice of the abducibles usually depends on
the application domain and the kind of analysis we want to perform. In many
cases, we are interested in all possible abductive solutions, so we specify all
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predicate names in P to be abducible. We define A to be the set of all ground
instantiations of abducible predicates.

In the context of decentralized authorization, the parameters of the abduc-
tive solution may be unknown and may thus have to be left uninstantiated. For
example, the solution could specify a delegation chain where the identities of
the intermediate delegators cannot be fixed a priori. Therefore, the abductive
solutions we are interested in may contain variables that can be arbitrarily in-
stantiated; this is sometimes referred to as floundering abduction. This way,
each solution can represent an infinite number of ground solutions. We can pro-
vide a relatively simple algorithm to solve the floundering abduction problem
(compared to e.g. [2, 9]) mainly because our policies are monotonic.

The generic tabling scheme is instantiated as follows:

1. Tuples are of the form 〈P ; ~Q;S;∆〉, where ∆ is a set of atoms called the
residue.

2. 〈P ; [ ];S;∆〉 �A 〈P ; [ ];S′;∆′〉 iff |∆| ≥ |∆′| and there exists a substitu-
tion θ such that S = S′θ and ∆ ⊇ ∆′θ.

3. Let n = 〈 ; [ ];Q′;∆′〉 be an answer node, and Q′′,∆′′ fresh renamings of
Q′,∆′.

resolveD(〈P ; [Q, ~Q];S;∆〉, n) =

 {〈P ; ~Qθ;Sθ;∆θ ∪∆′′θ〉}
if θ = mgu(Q,Q′′) exists,

∅ otherwise

4. generateAP,A(P ) =
⋃

(Q←~Q)∈P resolveA(〈P ; [Q, ~Q];Q; ∅〉, 〈 ; [ ];P ; ∅〉) ∪
{〈P ; [ ];P ; {P}〉 : P is abducible}

The main idea is thus to extend tuples with a residue ∆, containing atoms
which are just assumed to hold in the process of the algorithm. Such atoms
are initially inserted into the residue by generateAP,A whenever an abducible
goal 〈P 〉 is encountered. They are then propagated using resolveA such that for
each hypothetical answer S obtained, ∆ expresses which atoms must be added
to P in order to be able to deduce it.

In general, there are infinitely many abductive solutions: by monotonicity,
any extension of an abductive solution is trivially also an abductive solution.
Clearly, the abductive algorithm should only consider solutions that are not
simple supersets of already existing ones. Similarly, we are not interested in a
new solution that is an instantiation of (and thus less general than) an already
existing one. The subsumption relation �A makes sure that such “uninteresting”
answers are not considered.

The correctness of the algorithm is formalized by the following theorems.

Theorem 2.5 (Soundness) If (N ,Ans,Wait) is reachable from an initial
state S0 then for all P ∈ dom(Ans): 〈P ′; [ ];S;∆〉 ∈ Ans(P ) implies that for all
substitutions ϑ such that all elements of ∆ϑ are ground it holds that P = P ′,
Sϑ � P , and Sϑ ∈ Tω

P∪∆ϑ(∅).

Theorem 2.6 (Completeness) If Sf ≡ (N ,Ans,Wait) is a final state reach-
able from an initial state S0 then for all P ∈ dom(Ans): S ∈ Tω

P∪A(∅) and
S � P implies that there exists a substitution ϑ, an atom S′, and a residue ∆
such that S′ϑ = S, ∆ϑ ⊆ A, and 〈P ; [ ];S′;∆〉 ∈ Ans(P ).
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Example 2.7 Consider again the program of Example 2.4, but assume that it
no longer contains the atom inWorkgroup(Alice, WG23). Furthermore, suppose
that both isEmployee and inWorkgroup are abducible predicate names.

For query 〈canRead(z, Foo)〉 the procedure generateAP,A executes as the one
described in Example 2.4, and produces in particular the goal node n0. Using
(goal2), a new root 〈isEmployee(x)〉 will be inserted. The call to the function
generateAP,A(isEmployee(x)) produces answer nodes

〈isEmployee(x)); [ ]; isEmployee(Alice); ∅〉
〈isEmployee(x); [ ]; isEmployee(x); {isEmployee(x)}〉

Upon termination of the algorithm, Ans(canRead(z, Foo)) contains answer node
which exhibit the following answer/residue pairs:

(canRead(Bob, Foo), ∅)
(canRead(Alice, Foo), {inWorkgroup(Alice, y)})
(canRead(x, Foo), {isEmployee(x), inWorkgroup(x, y)})

The first one does not require any assumptions, and the other two give sets
of hypothetical assumptions in order for answers of a particular shape to hold.
For example, to grant read access for Alice, she would have to show that she
is member of some work group y. All other possible abductive solutions are
subsumed by these three answers.

3 Termination Conditions

The abduction algorithm from Section 2.4 is guaranteed to terminate if there
is a finite set of answers such that every valid answer would be subsumed by
some element in the set. However, there are cases in which every complete set
of answers is infinite and the algorithm does not terminate.

Example 3.1 Consider the policy

canRead(user,file)← deleg(delegator, user,file), canRead(delegator,file).

In this example, canRead(x, y) indicates that principal x has read access to re-
source y, and deleg(x, y, z) indicates that principal x delegates read access for
resource z to principal y. This policy implements a simple variant of discre-
tionary access control: users can delegate read access if they have read access
themselves. The abductive query canRead(Alice, Foo) has an infinite set of
answers with growing residues:

{canRead(Alice, Foo)}
{deleg(x1, Alice, Foo), canRead(x1, Foo)}
{deleg(x1, Alice, Foo), deleg(x2, x1, Foo), canRead(x2, Foo)}
{deleg(x1, Alice, Foo), deleg(x2, x1, Foo), deleg(x3, x2, Foo), canRead(x3, Foo)}
...

The answers do not subsume each other: being able to provide the missing
facts corresponding to one of these answer does not imply being able to provide
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the facts corresponding to any other answer. Clearly, the algorithm does not
terminate in this case.

There are different ways to approach this problem. If the algorithm is used
for debugging policies or for explaining access denials to users, non-termination
may not be a serious problem, if the answers can be returned one by one.
Ideally, the answers would be returned in some meaningful order, e.g. sorted by
simplicity. This can be achieved by serializing the non-deterministic algorithm
into a deterministic one with a fixed order of transitions.

Sometimes, however, it is important to ensure termination and to compute
the complete set of answers. For example, the algorithm could be used to
verify that there is no abductive answer of a certain form; this would require a
complete set of abductive solutions. This section discusses various strategies of
ensuring termination.

3.1 Subsumption Weakening

One such strategy is to replace the subsumption relation �A by a weaker rela-
tion. Intuitively, a weaker subsumption relation has the effect of filtering out
more answers in the (ans)-transition; in other words, fewer answers are deemed
“relevant” or “interesting”. As long as this alternative subsumption relation
enjoys a sort of compactness property (essentially that it is not possible to in-
definitely keep adding new answers that are not subsumed) then the algorithm
is guaranteed to terminate.

Theorem 3.2 Let v be a partial order on nodes such that in every infinite
sequence of nodes n1, n2, ... containing only a finite number of distinct constants,
there are nodes ni and nj with i < j and nj v ni. If the subsumption relation
�A on nodes in the algorithm is replaced by v then all transition paths starting
from an initial state are of finite length.

The following definition specifies two examples of subsumption relations that
satisfy the condition of the theorem.

Definition 3.3 Let n = 〈P ; [ ];S;∆〉 and n′ = 〈P ; [ ]; S′;∆′〉. Then n v0 n′ iff
S � S′ and the predicate names occurring in ∆′ are a subset of the predicate
names occurring in ∆. Let M be a positive integer. Then n vM n′ iff |∆| > M
or n �A n′.

The first relation, v0, is useful if one is only interested in the predicate names of
the missing facts, not their parameters. For example, a security administrator
may be interested in the question “is it possible for Alice to gain read access
to Foo if someone, no matter who, is granted write access?”. Here, the admin-
istrator is only interested in whether an abductive answer exists that contains
the predicate name canWrite.

The second relation, vM , is parameterized on a constant M and filters out
answers with more than M missing facts. This method could be used in the non-
termination example above to ensure termination by cutting off the delegation
chain at a certain maximum length.

3.2 Static Termination Analysis

The advantage of weakening the subsumption relation is a strong termination
guarantee for all possible policies, queries and sets of abducibles. The downside
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of this approach is a correspondingly weaker completeness result: completeness
only holds with respect to the subsumption relation.

We now develop an alternative approach that guarantees termination under
the original subsumption relation, as long as the policy satisfies a certain prop-
erty. To gain an intuition for this property, consider the necessary conditions for
non-termination. The algorithm does not terminate only if there is an infinite
sequence of abductive answers, each of which is not subsumed by any previous
answer. This is only possible if the residues ∆ are growing unboundedly. Since
the answers can only contain the (finitely many) predicate names and constants
occurring in the policy and the query, it must be the case that there is a predi-
cate name p such that for all integers N there is always a residue in the sequence
in which there are more than N occurrences of p. But this is only possible if
the policy is recursive.

Verbaeten [19] provides a sufficient termination condition for general ab-
ductive logic programs that requires non-recursivity. But recursion plays an
important role in authorization policies, for example for specifying delegation.
Fortunately, due to the subsumption check, recursion does not always lead to
non-termination. In order for the sequence to pass the subsumption condition,
the p-atoms in the residues must form increasingly bigger structures that are
connected via an unbounded number of shared variables.

In Example 3.1, we can see that non-termination stems from the recursive
canRead condition, and furthermore the sharing of the variable delegator with
a second body predicate which is not in the head of the clause: this essentially
causes the creation of an increasing linked structure of deleg atoms with newly
created, shared variables.

This leads to a necessary condition for non-termination, the negation of
which is then a sufficient condition for termination. The following definition is
used in the formalization of the condition.

Definition 3.4 A clause R ← ~R is an unfolding of a clause P ←
P1, ..., Pi, ..., Pn if there exists a clause Q ← ~Q ∈ P such that Pi and Q unify
with mgu θ, and R = Pθ and ~R = (P1, ..., Pi−1, ~Q, Pi+1, ..., Pn)θ. A clause C
can be unfolded to yield a clause C ′ if C ′ is obtained from C by 0 or more
unfolding transformations.

Theorem 3.5 Let P be a set of clauses such that no clause can be unfolded to
yield a clause with the following property:

• The head predicate occurs in a body atom P .

• It has a second body atom Q that is abducible and shares a variable with
P which does not occur in the head.

Then all transition paths starting from an initial state are of finite length.

The condition in Theorem 3.5 is decidable; in fact, a static analyzer for
checking it can be written in Prolog in less than a hundred lines. The static
analyzer could then be run before an abductive query, and if the condition
is not satisfied, the user could be warned that evaluation of the query may
not terminate. Preliminary experiments have shown that the condition gives
a relatively accurate approximation for non-termination. In particular, many
recursive policies can be shown to guarantee termination.
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4 Application Scenarios

This section illustrates three possible applications of the abduction algorithm
in the area of policy-based access control.

4.1 Explaining Access Denials to Users

In current access control systems, the user is often left without guidance if access
is denied. Consider the following policy of some company:

canRead(x, /workgroup23/) ← isEmployee(x), inWorkgroup(x, WG23).
canRead(x, /workgroup23/) ← isManager(x).

Suppose employee Alice submits the credential isEmployee(Alice) upon log-
on to the authorization system, but forgets to submit the credential that
she is member of workgroup WG23. If she then tries to access the folder
/workgroup23/, she will just get the answer “access denied”. Using the
abduction technique, the produced residues {inWorkgroup(Alice, WG23)} and
{isManager(Alice)} could be used to construct the more helpful message “ac-
cess would have been granted if you had shown that you are a member of work
group WG23 or that you are a manager”.

If parts of the policy itself are considered confidential, the abductive solutions
can be filtered by a disclosure meta-policy. Disclosure policies have been studied
extensively in the area of automated trust negotiation (e.g. [21, 20, 13]). A
simpler (but slightly less fine-grained) approach would be to tag particular atoms
in clause bodies that must not be abduced.

4.2 Administration of Authorization Policies

The next example illustrates the use of the abduction algorithm in a policy
analysis and debugging tool. Consider the following example rules that are part
of a policy of an electronic health record (EHR) service:

treatingClinician(cli, pat)← (1)
roleMember(pat, Patient), roleMember(cli, Clinician), consent(pat, cli).

canReadEHR(cli, pat, subj)← (2)
treatingClinician(cli, pat), nonSensitive(subj).

canReadEHR(cli, pat, Psych)← (3)
treatingClinician(cli, pat), isCertifiedPsychiatrist(cli).

canReadEHR(pat, pat, subj)← (4)
roleMember(pat, Patient), nonSensitive(subj).

Rule (1) specifies that a clinician cli is a treating clinician of patient pat if the
patient has given consent to treatment. The predicate canReadEHR(x, pat, subj)
is used to check if principal x is permitted to read patient pat’s record items on
subject matter subj, where subject matters range over categories such as psychi-
atry, cardiology, radiology etc. Some subject matters, such as Psych, are deemed
sensitive and have stricter access requirements. The predicate nonSensitive(subj)
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defines the range of subjects that are deemed non-sensitive. Rule (2) allows clin-
icians to read their patients’ record items on non-sensitive subjects. Rule (3)
specifies that only psychiatrists are permitted to access their patients’ psychi-
atric data. Finally, Rule (4) permits patients to view their own data, but only
the items regarding non-sensitive subject matters.

The rationale behind Rule (4) is that patients should not be allowed to
access data that could potentially distress them if read without professional
guidance. In particular, they should not be able to autonomously access
their psychiatric data. In order to check if the policy really implements the
intended behavior, the security administrator can issue the abductive query
canReadEHR(pat, pat, Psych) to see if there is a way for patients to access their
own psychiatric data.

Assuming that all predicates apart from canReadEHR and treatingClinician
are abducible, we obtain an answer with residues

{roleMember(pat, Patient), nonSensitive(Psych)}.

This is easily dismissed as unproblematic if the administrator can verify that
there is no way of inserting a fact nonSensitive(Psych). But we also get a second
answer with residue

{roleMember(pat, Patient), roleMember(pat, Clinician),
isCertifiedPsychiatrist(pat), consent(pat, pat)}.

This answer is more troublesome: a patient can read what her psychiatrist has
written if she happens to be a certified psychiatrist too and has given consent
to treat herself. This may or may not be regarded as a bug in the policy; but in
any case, as there are no further abductive answers, and by completeness and
termination of the algorithm, it is guaranteed that there are no further loopholes
in the policy.

4.3 Automated Delegation

The following scenario takes place in a multi-domain grid computing environ-
ment. Alice is a user who wishes to submit a job to be computed on a grid
compute cluster. She knows that during the execution of her job, a node from
the compute cluster will have to access her file alice.dat stored on a file server
in a different domain. Therefore, at some point, an authorization query of
the form canRead(Node, alice.dat) will be evaluated on the file server. Sup-
pose the file server’s policy contains the rule from Example 3.1 and the fact
canRead(Alice, alice.dat).

As Alice’s job may take many days to complete, she wants to know in advance
which delegation credentials she has to submit to the file server, so she sends the
abductive query canRead(node, alice.dat) to the server. Her query contains a
variable node in place of the node that will eventually access her file, because
she cannot know its identity in advance.

The first returned answer is the trivial answer where node is instan-
tiated to Alice and the residue is empty. The second answer is unin-
stantiated and has the singleton residue {deleg(Alice,node, alice.dat)}.
This would require direct delegation to the node, which is not conve-
nient as its identity is not known to Alice. The third answer has residue
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{deleg(Alice, x, alice.dat), deleg(x,node, alice.dat)}. This answer repre-
sents a delegation chain of depth 2 and is the most useful in this situation, be-
cause Alice knows the identity of the compute cluster’s scheduling service. Thus
she can submit a delegation credential deleg(Alice, Scheduler, alice.dat) to
the scheduling service along with her job and a partially instantiated missing-
credential “template” {deleg(Scheduler,node, alice.dat)}. The service will
then execute the job on some node, e.g. Node42, passing along Alice’s dele-
gation credential as well as a newly created (or cached) credential instantiated
from the template, namely deleg(Scheduler, Node42, alice.dat). When the
node eventually requests access to Alice’s file on the file server, it submits both
Alice’s and the scheduler’s delegation credentials to support the request. Access
is then guaranteed to be granted as long as the file server’s policy has not been
changed in the meantime.

5 Discussion

Related work There has been very little research on improving the usability
of authorization systems in the case of access denial. The Know system [12]
can provide helpful feedback to the user in the form of a list of conditions under
which the policy allows access. A separate disclosure policy restricts the infor-
mation revealed by the feedback. However, the authors only consider policies of
rather limited expressiveness, namely those that can be written as propositional
boolean formulas; hence the feedback can be computed using Ordered Binary
Decision Diagrams (OBDDs).

Bonatti et al. [7] have developed a framework for explaining both positive
and negative access decisions in the context of a Datalog-based authorization
language. For explaining access denials, they essentially compute a tabled failed
proof graph (called explanation graph) for the query. Users can navigate through
the graph, which is represented in controlled natural language, to see where the
proof failed. To keep the overhead as low as possible, they do not attempt to
search for the missing facts that would complete the failed proof. We have shown
in this paper that we can compute the sets of missing facts while maintaining a
low implementation overhead.

Koshutanski and Massacci [13] employ abduction for interactive credential
retrieval: if the credentials presented by the user are not sufficient to allow ac-
cess, the service computes a set of missing credentials (filtered by a disclosure
policy) and returns it to the user who can either supply the required credentials
or decline, in which case the process iterates. This process terminates because
it is assumed that the set of constants that could be used as credential para-
meters is finite and known to the service in advance. The policy can then be
reduced to propositional (variable-free) formulas. However, we believe that this
is an unreasonable assumption, particularly in decentralized applications where
authorization is based on attributes as the identities of principals in delegation
chains are not known a priori.

Becker and Nanz [4] have developed an algorithm for analyzing authoriza-
tion policies in which facts (such as current role activations) can be added and
removed dynamically by commands (such as activating or deactivating a role).
The paper presupposes a function for computing sufficient preconditions for ex-
ecuting such commands, but does not explain how it can be implemented. The
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abductive procedure presented in this paper could be used to implement the
required function.

Implementation Prototypes of the abductive algorithm and the static ter-
mination analysis have been implemented in OCaml and in XSB Prolog, respec-
tively. The SecPAL system [3] supports proof graph generation based on the
algorithm presented here. Current and future work on the SecPAL system will
include integration of tools based on our abduction algorithm. As SecPAL is
compiled into Datalog with constraints, the implementation will also have to
handle constraints. Extending the abduction algorithm with constraints is rela-
tively simple, assuming the existence of satisfiability and subsumption checking
operations. In essence, tuples are extended to include a constraint on variables
occurring in the predicate and the residue. In the resolution step, the conjunc-
tion of the constraints from the two input nodes is computed and checked for
satisfiability. Furthermore, the subsumption check is extended to also check if
the constraint from one node is subsumed by the constraint from the other node.

Conclusion Declarative authorization languages can increase the flexibility,
scalability, and manageability of access control systems. However, they are not
without their own usability problems, as many authorization policies are intrin-
sically complex. To alleviate this complexity, tools are needed for facilitating
access auditing and review, meaningful user feedback, policy diagnosis and de-
bugging, and automated credential retrieval. In this paper, we have shown how
a tabled resolution algorithm for policy evaluation can be extended to create
proof graphs and to perform abduction, the computation of sets of missing proof
facts. For the abductive algorithm, we have explored methods for guaranteeing
termination and complete answers. The algorithms are general enough to be
applicable to a wide range of existing systems. We believe that tools based on
these algorithms will help the declarative policy approach gain wider adoption
in the industry.
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A Proofs

Lemma A.1 If S ≡ (N ,Ans,Wait) is reachable from an initial state, and
S ′ ≡ (N ′,Ans′,Wait′) is reachable from S, then dom(Ans) ⊆ dom(Ans′),
dom(Wait) ⊆ dom(Wait′), and dom(Wait) ⊆ dom(Ans). For all P ∈
dom(Ans): Ans(P ) ⊆ Ans′(P ). For all P ∈ dom(Wait): Wait(P ) ⊆Wait′(P ).

Proof. By induction on the transition rules. The statements follow from the
observation that (ans) and (goal1) only increase Ans(P ) and Wait(P ), respec-
tively; (goal2) always increases the domains of Ans and Wait; and (root) leaves
Wait unchanged and either increases the domain of Ans (that can only happen
if in the very first transition from the initial state) or leaves Ans unchanged. 2

Lemma A.2 (Node Invariant) If (N ,Ans,Wait) is reachable from some ini-
tial state and 〈P ; ~Q;S;∆〉 ∈ N with Rl ≡ R← ~R, then:

1. S � P ;

2. Rl ∈ P ∪∆;

3. each node in ~n is a fresh renaming of some node in
⋃

Ans;

4. 〈 ; ; ;∆i〉 ∈ ~n implies ∆i ⊆ ∆; and,

5. there is some θ such that Rθ = S, and ~Rθ = ~Q′@ ~Q (where ~Q′ are the
answers in ~n).

Proof. By induction on the transition rules. The statements follow directly from
the the definition of the transition rules. 2

Theorem 2.5. If (N ,Ans,Wait) is reachable from an initial state S0 then
for all P ∈ dom(Ans): 〈P ′; [ ];S;∆〉 ∈ Ans(P ) implies that for all substitutions
ϑ such that all elements of ∆ϑ are ground it holds that P = P ′, Sϑ � P , and
Sϑ ∈ Tω

P∪∆ϑ(∅).

Proof. By induction on transition rules. The statement holds by definition for
S0. Now assume the state is not an initial state, and let Ans′ be the answer
table of the preceding state.

For (ans), we only have to consider the new answer n ≡ 〈P ; [ ];S;∆〉. Assume
we have a substitution ϑ such that all elements of ∆ϑ are ground.

By Lemma A.2, S � P , therefore also Sϑ � P ; furthermore, Rl ≡ R← ~R ∈
P∪∆. If Rl ∈ ∆, then n is of the form 〈P ; [ ];S; {S}〉 and Sϑ ∈ ∆ϑ ⊆ Tω

P∪∆ϑ(∅).
In the case of Rl ∈ P, we have again by Lemma A.2 that there exists a

substitution θ such that Rθ = S and ~Rθ is equal to the set of answers in ~n,
each of the nodes of which is a fresh renaming of some node in

⋃
Ans′. With

θ′ = θϑ, we have Rθ′ = Sϑ. By definition of Tω
P∪∆ϑ, it remains to be shown

that ~Rθ′ ⊆ Tω
P∪∆ϑ(∅).

Consider 〈 ; [ ];Riθ;∆i〉 ∈ ~n, i.e. a child node of n. From Lemma A.2,
together with the fact that all elements of ∆ϑ are ground, we have that all
elements of ∆iϑ are ground. By the inductive hypothesis we have therefore
Riθϑ = Riθ

′ ∈ Tω
P∪∆ϑ(∅), and, since ∆i ⊆ ∆, also Riθ

′ ∈ Tω
P∪∆ϑ(∅). Therefore,

by definition of TP , Sϑ ∈ Tω
P∪∆ϑ(Tω

P∪∆ϑ(∅)), as required.
For the other transition rules the statement trivially holds by the inductive

hypothesis. 2
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Theorem 2.6. If Sf ≡ (N ,Ans,Wait) is a final state reachable from an initial
state S0 then for all P ∈ dom(Ans): S ∈ Tω

P∪A(∅) and S � P implies that there
exists a substitution ϑ, an atom S′, and a residue ∆ such that S′ϑ = S, ∆ϑ ⊆ A,
and 〈P ; [ ];S′;∆〉 ∈ Ans(P ).

Proof. By induction on n in Tn
P∪A(∅). The statement vacuously holds for n = 0.

For n > 0, consider any S ∈ Tn
P∪A(∅), P ∈ dom(Ans) and S � P . If P is already

in the domain of S0’s answer table the statement holds by definition of initial
state and by monotonicity of the transition rules with respect to the answer
table (Lemma A.1). So now assume that P was added to the domain as a result
of a (goal2) transition.

By definition of TP∪A, there exists a rule Rl ≡ R0 ← R1, ..., Rn ∈ P ∪ A
and a substitution θ such that R0θ = S and Riθ ∈ Tn−1

P∪A(∅). We choose θ such
that the variables in its domain are in Rl.

We distinguish two cases, Rl ∈ P and Rl ∈ A. Assume Rl ∈ A first.
Since the elements of A are ground, S ∈ A. Together with S � P this gives
abducible(P ). Thus there will eventually be a (root) transition producing a new
node 〈P ; [ ];P ; {P}〉. Take ϑ = mgu(S, P ). Then Pϑ = S, as required.

Assume now Rl ∈ P. By the inductive hypothesis, for i ∈ {1, ..., n} and all
R′i ∈ dom(Ans) such that Riθ � R′i there exists a substitution ϑi, an atom S′i,
and a residue ∆i such that S′iϑi = Riθ, ∆iϑi ⊆ A, and n′i ≡ 〈R′i; [ ];S′i;∆i〉 is
a fresh renaming of an answer node in Ans(R′i). We choose each ϑi such that
all variables in its domain are in the freshly renamed answer node, thus their
domains are pairwise mutually disjoint.

For the remainder of the proof, let P ′ be a fresh renaming of P such that
P ′ϑ0 = R0θ = S, for some ϑ0 (which exists because of S � P ).

Let θ0 = mgu(R0, P
′), and for i ∈ {1, ..., k}, let θi = mgu(Riθ0...θi−1, S

′
i).

Let ∆′0 = ∅, and for i ∈ {1, ..., k}, let ∆′i = ∆′i−1θi ∪∆iθi.
Finally, let ni ≡ 〈P ; [Ri+1, ..., Rk]θ0...θi; R0θ0...θi; ∆′i〉 for i ∈ {0, ..., k}.
We will now show that nodes n0, ..., nk eventually get produced along any

path leading from S0 to Sf and that nk is the answer node we are looking for.
After P is added to the domain of the answer table in the (goal2) transition,

there will eventually be a (root) transition producing a new set of nodes that
contains n0, because 〈P ; [R0, R1, ..., Rk];R0; ∅〉 and P (with P ′ as fresh renaming
of P ) are resolvable with resolution unifier θ0.

Suppose for some i ∈ {1, ..., k − 1} that ni gets produced as a node along
a path leading from S0 to Sf . Then there must be a later (goal1) or a (goal2)
transition where ni is added to the wait table for some R′i+1 where Ri+1θi �
R′i+1. Since θi is more general than θ, we also have Ri+1θ � R′i+1, so S′i+1

is the answer of some answer node in Ans(R′i+1), by the inductive hypothesis.
Therefore, this answer node is resolved with ni either in a (ans) or a (goal1)
transition, and the set of nodes produced by this transition contains ni+1.

We have now established that along all paths leading from S0 to Sf the nodes
n0,...,nk are produced. It follows that nk ≡ 〈P ; [ ]; R0θ0...θk;∆′k〉 is eventually
added to the answer table for P in a (ans) transition, and hence it is in Ans(P )
(by Lemma A.1). It remains to prove that there exists ϑ such that R0θ0...θkϑ =
S and ∆′kϑ ⊆ A.

Consider the substitution θ0...θk. It is by definition equal to

mgu(R0, P
′)mgu(R1θ0, S

′
1)...mgu(Rkθ0...θk−1, S

′
k).
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Note that θ0...θi−1 does not affect S′i (since all S′i only contain fresh variables),
for i ∈ {1, ..., k}, so the above is also equivalent to

mgu(R0, P
′)mgu(R1θ0, S

′
1θ0)...mgu(Rkθ0...θk−1, S

′
kθ0...θk−1).

This, in turn, can be written as mgu((R0, R1, ..., Rk), (P ′, S′1, ..., S
′
k)). Recall

that (R0, R1, ..., Rk)θ = (P ′ϑ0, S
′
1ϑ1, ..., S

′
kϑk). Since the domains of ϑi are pair-

wise mutually disjoint, we also have (R0, R1, ..., Rk)θ = (P ′, S′1, ..., S
′
k)ϑ0...ϑk.

Moreover, as the Riθ are ground, and none of the variables in P ′ or S′i are in
the domain of θ, we have (R0, R1, ..., Rk)θϑ0...ϑk = (P ′, S′1, ..., S

′
k)θϑ0...ϑk. We

have thus established that θϑ0...ϑk is a unifier of the two tuples. But θ0...θk

is their most general unifier, hence θϑ0...ϑk = θ0...θkϑ for some ϑ. Therefore,
S = R0θ = R0θϑ0...ϑk = R0θ0...θkϑ, as required.

Now observe that ∆k is a union of residues of the form ∆iθi...θk, and we
have that ∆iϑi ⊆ A. Since all ∆i are are taken from freshly renamed nodes.,
none of the variables in ∆i can be in the domain of θ or any θj or ϑj except
for i = j. Therefore, ∆iϑi = ∆iθϑ0...ϑi ⊆ A, and as this residue is ground, we
have in fact ∆iϑi = ∆iθϑ0...ϑk ⊆ A. The substitutions θ0 up to θi−1 do not
affect ∆i, thus ∆iθ0...θkϑ = ∆iθi...θkϑ, and hence ∆kϑ ⊆ A. 2

Theorem 3.2. Let v be a partial order on nodes such that in every infinite
sequence of nodes n1, n2, ... containing only a finite number of distinct constants
there are nodes ni and nj with i < j and nj v ni. If the subsumption relation
�A on nodes in the algorithm is replaced by v then all transition paths starting
from an initial state are of finite length.

Proof. Similar to the proof for Theorem 3.5 below. 2

Theorem 3.5. Let P be a set of clauses such that no clause can be unfolded
to yield a clause with the following property:

• The head predicate occurs in a body atom P .

• It has a second body atom Q that is abducible and shares a variable with
P which does not occur in the head.

Then all transition paths starting from an initial state are of finite length.

Proof. When a root node 〈P 〉 is produced in a (goal2) transition, P is perma-
nently added to the domain of the answer table. Due to the side conditions
of (goal2), such a node is only produced if there is no P ′ in the domain of the
answer table for which P � P ′. Therefore, the number of (goal2) transitions
is finite, and thus the number of (root) transitions is also finite. Each (root)
transition produces only a finite number of nodes, since P is finite. Assuming
that the size of Ans is bounded within any path (to be proved below), there are
only finitely many (ans) transitions. Since Wait is finite, there are only finitely
many nodes produced by (ans) transitions along the path. (goal1) replaces a
node with a number of nodes whose subgoal lists are strictly shorter until an
answer node is produced. Assuming that the size of Ans is bounded within
any path, each (goal1) transition produces only finitely many nodes. Therefore,
there can also only be finitely many (goal1) transitions.

We now prove that the size of Ans is bounded. It is sufficient to prove that
there is no infinite sequence of answer nodes produced along the path such that
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each node is not subsumed by any previous node in the sequence. Suppose
there is such an infinite sequence. Then the size of the residues is unbounded.
Therefore there exists an abducible predicate p such that for every integer N
there is a answer node in the sequence with a residue that contains more than
N occurrences of p. Furthermore, the p-atoms within a residue are linked by an
unbounded number of shared variables. This is only possible if these atoms are
produced by a clause with some head predicate p0 whose body can be unfolded
to contain two distinct body atoms with predicates p0 and p. Furthermore,
these two body atoms share a variable that is not in the head of the clause.
This contradicts the assumed condition. 2
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